In a cloud computing environment, user data is encrypted and stored using a large number of distributed servers. Global Internet service companies such as Google and Yahoo have recognized the importance of Internet service platforms and conducted their own research and development to utilize large cluster-based cloud computing platform technologies based on low-cost commercial off-the-shelf nodes. Accordingly, as various data services are now allowed over a distributed computing environment, distributed management of big data has become a major issue. On the other hand, security vulnerability and privacy infringement due to malicious attackers or internal users can occur by means of various usage types of big data. In particular, various security vulnerabilities can occur in the block access token, which is used for the permission control of data blocks in Hadoop. To solve this problem, we have proposed a weight-applied XOR-based efficient distribution storage and recovery scheme in this paper. In particular, various security vulnerabilities can occur in the block access token, which is used for the permission control of data blocks in Hadoop. In this paper, a secret sharing-based block access token management scheme is proposed to overcome such security vulnerabilities.
Introduction
Recently, considerable attention has been paid to cloud computing in Korea as well as overseas, thereby increasing the number of studies on the subject. Many companies have become interested in cloud computing, which is extendable to various areas based on the advances in information technology (IT) and facilitates an efficient use of computing power. Global Internet service companies such as Google and Yahoo have recognized the importance of Internet service platforms and conducted their own research and development projects to utilize large cluster-based distributed computing platform technologies based on low-cost commercial off-the-shelf nodes. As a representative application requiring big data processing and storage management, not only Internet service areas but also other applications such as business intelligence can be targets for cloud services so that many business models are presented. Thus, as various data services are now allowed over a distributed computing environment, the distributed management of big data has become a major issue. However, if the data stored in such distributed servers are managed without data encryption, data losses may occur by tracking the location of the distributed file stored in the master server. To prevent such a problem, distributed data should be encrypted using a secret key. However, big data can be divided into tens or hundreds of segments over a cloud computing environment, which causes difficulty in data management because of the different secret keys used in the distributed servers and leads to a substantial overhead due to the numerous processes required for authentication and encryption/decryption. To solve this problem, we have proposed in this paper a weight-applied XORbased efficient distribution storage and recovery scheme. In particular, various security vulnerabilities can occur in the block access token, which is used for the permission control of data blocks in Hadoop. In this paper, a secret sharing-based block access token management scheme is proposed to overcome such security vulnerabilities.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, the related technologies are introduced to aid in the understanding the proposed scheme. In Section 3, the basic security requirements of a cloud computing environment are discussed. In Section 4, the proposed scheme is explained. In Section 5, the safety of the proposed scheme is analyzed, and finally, the conclusions and the future research directions are presented in Section 6.
Related Study
In this section, related technologies and existing schemes are introduced to aid in the understanding of the scheme proposed in this paper.
Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS)

Structure of HDFS
The Apache Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) is a file system produced to be an executable in off-the-shelf hardware which has many similarities with the existing distributed file systems. However, many differences exist, which are designed for better failover features and applicability to low-cost hardware. The HDFS has most widely been used as a distributed file system over a cloud computing platform by global IT companies such as Amazon, IBM, and Yahoo [1] .
Figure 1.
Distributed data storage process.
One of the distinctive characteristics of the HDFS design and implementation is that it is implemented using Java in order to guarantee easy portability between many platforms, and the similarity of the GFS. The use of the Java language with high portability has an advantage that the HDFS can be run over many different servers.
An HDFS client divides a user's data into 128-MB block units, thereby sending storage requests to NameNode. Then, NameNode identifies the address of DataNode to which a data block is stored and sends back the address to a client. A client who receives three addresses of DataNode sends the data to the first DataNode directly, and then, the first DataNode sends a copy of the data as soon as it receives the data. In such a manner, a single block is backed up and stored in three DataNodes in preparation of failure and error in DataNode as well as data loss (Figure 1 ).
Block Access Token
In the typical Hadoop system, the access to a data block stored in a DataNode is not controlled. In this case, clients who do not have authentication can access the data block to read or write. In Hadoop version 1.0.0, the concept of block access token was introduced to confirm the access authorization to the data block.
A secret key is shared by NameNode and DataNode. The secret key is regularly renewed by NameNode and is shared with DataNode through a heartbeat. Using the secret key, the block access token requested by the clients is encrypted. When the secret key transferred between NameNode and DataNode is exposed to attackers, the data block stored in DataNode runs the risk of exposure to those attackers. Although the use of a public key has been considered for token creation, it incurs a considerably high computing cost, and hence, a symmetric key scheme is used. The structure of the block access token is shown in Figure 2 . The block access token is composed of a token ID and a TokenAuthenticator. Its detailed structure is as follows:
 expirationDate: the date of expiry;  keyID: secret key identification used for making a TokenAuthenticator;  ownerID: token owner identification;  blockID: block identification authenticated by a token;  accessModes: a combination of the rights to block reading, writing, copying, etc. In general, a block access token is used as follows: a client requests a block ID that constitutes a file and the DataNode location that stores the block from NameNode to read a file. NameNode then sends the requested block ID and the DataNode location information that stores the block using the metainformation maintained in the memory. A single block is replicated in many DataNodes; therefore, the locations of all DataNodes that have the replicated data are returned. A single block is sent with a single block access token to represent the authentication information of the block. A client selects the closest DataNode based on the location information of the many DataNodes received from NameNode followed by requesting a block with the block access token from the closest DataNode. The DataNode that receives the request verifies the authentication information of the block requested. Thus, a token authenticator is created using the block access token ID received and the secret key shared by NameNode, and the created and received token authenticators are compared. If the two token IDs are the same, authentication is completed. If correct authentication has been performed, the requested block is sent.
Key Rolling Mechanism
A secret key, which is used to calculate the token authenticator that constitutes a block access token, is randomly chosen by NameNode and sent to DataNode when first register with the NameNode. Then, the secret key is updated by NameNode periodically and is shared via a heartbeat, which is communicated with DataNode frequently [2] . The key rolling mechanism is executed as follows ( Figure 3 ):
(1) A random key is chosen in NameNode. The key that is currently used is called, and NameNode selects a new key regularly and discards the previous key. The previous key is stored for a certain period (until the expiry date). NameNode maintains a set of keys that are not expired. The current key in this set is used only for token creation (validation).
(2) When DataNode starts, a key set in NameNode, which is not expired, is fetched. DataNode is not required to test token validation. (3) NameNode removes the expired keys when the current key is updated. A new key is used for token creation from the time of creation. DataNode obtains a new key set through heartbeats. (4) DataNode removes the expired keys when a key is received. 
Online Secret Sharing
The existing secret sharing schemes have advantages in that a partial information size that each participant has to store is almost the same as that of the original secret K and the highly secure secret sharing scheme in which unauthorized participants cannot obtain any information regarding the secret K. However, after the secret is restored once, it has a drawback that partial information of the participants cannot be reused. In addition, if the access structure of a set of participants, who can restore a secret, is modified, the distributor has to create a new polynomial, and new partial information needs to be shared with the existing participants as well.
To solve such problems, an online secret sharing scheme is proposed [7] . If the access structure of a set of participants who can restore the original secret K is dynamically modified, i.e., if a participant is randomly removed or a new participant is added, this scheme does not require a re-distribution of the new partial information but uses the existing partial information as is. Authenticated information is disclosed on the public board to which all participants have access, and if the access structure is modified, only the disclosed information values are modified so that the partial information of the existing participants can remain as is.
Analysis of Existing Research
Park et al.
Park et al. [8] proposed a block access token management scheme in 2012 that can prevent replay attacks using hash chains in order to overcome the vulnerability of the existing block access token. When a client sends a block access token along with a block request to DataNode, a security vulnerability is incurred. To overcome such vulnerability, each DataNode manages independent hash chains, thereby sending a single block access token including a hash chain-based one-off token, preventing attackers from performing replay attacks even if a token is exposed to attackers.
This scheme uses a one-off token so that each DataNode maintains a different hash value, minimizing the previous vulnerability. However, when a block access token is issued to a client, the token needs to be re-created every time there is a replicated block, causing a certain computational overhead. Thus, NameNode needs to maintain a number of values per DataNode ID; hence, the amount of data to be maintained increases with an increase in the number of DataNodes
Jin et al.
Jin et al. [9] analyzed a data security issue under the Hadoop platform and proposed a reliable file system design for Hadoop in 2013. This scheme was designed by using a fully homomorphic and authentication agent technology. The homomorphic encryption technology uses encrypted data in order to protect the efficiency of the application program and data security. The authentication agent technology provides various access control rules by a combination of the access control mechanisms. Based on these two technologies, permission right separation and security audit mechanism are provided to ensure safe storage of data in the Hadoop file system. However, only the access control rules cannot prevent Impersonate attacks.
Zhang et al.
Zhang et al. [10] proposed a flexible and extensible scheme for data storage using a Linux cluster technology, distributed file systems, and a cloud computing framework based on Hadoop in 2011. The existing HDFS file system structure has a high throughput for large file storage systems, but it has a limitation that it is not suitable for small file processing and storage. To overcome this limitation, they proposed a flexible and extensible scheme for data storage that uses the object metadata creation query and is managed in the entity metadata storage hierarchy based on HBase.
Security Requirement
One of the core mechanisms used by cloud computing is data encryption via key management. A failure in the key storage server can make data access impossible; hence, research into key management methods is essential. The following security requirements are needed to prevent various failures [5] :
 Safe Key Storage: as with other types of sensitive data, the key must be protected during storage, transmission, and back-up processes. Inadequate key storage could destroy all of the encrypted data.  Key Storage Access: the access to key storage should be limited only to those entities who require private keys. The key storage management policy should also maintain separate access control. The entity used to provide the keys should be different from the entity used to store the keys.  Key Back-up and Recovery: a lost key inevitably leads to a loss of data, which is an effective way of destroying data. The accidental loss of a key can also lead to major losses for a business. Therefore, safe back-up and recovery solutions must be implemented. 
Proposed Scheme
System Model and Assumption
The overall cloud computing environment was designed based on HDFS of Apache. The cloud computing environment, will be distributed saving is divided into blocks of 128 MB for the data storage capacity. It has been stored in the form of text data stored in the distributed storage server is not encrypted, when the distributed storage server is taken by an attacker, the problem of some data is exposed as it occurs.
In the proposed scheme, a secret key value, which can create a block access token required for authentication, is divided into many segments and stored. That is, a block access token is not encrypted with only a single secret key, but a secret key is created by collecting secret segments via communication between DataNodes that store data blocks, thereby preventing the man-in-the-middle attacks in advance. In the proposed scheme, Pinch's online secret sharing scheme was applied [7] .
System Parameters K
secret key value T x public value Γ access structure Γ * minimal authorized set f
One-way function
Data Storage and Error Recovery
HDFS proposes having the user encrypted to prevent an attack, but protection for the system itself is not provided. We use Chaning of CBC mode as one of the block encryption modes in the method proposed in this paper. The original data block is converted into a random data block. The parity block is generated as shown in Equation (1):
If an error occurs in the original data blocks, a generated parity block is able to recover the original data block. The steps to generate and recover the data block are as follows (Figure 4 ). Process of generating the C 1
Process of recovering the D 1
Secret Sharing Protocol
In this phase, we then distribute the value of the secret to the distributed storage server. The value of this secret serves to generate a block access token. When a client requests data storage from NameNode, NameNode secures DataNode to store the data and creates a block access token, which is required for user authentication with respect to data segments. Here, a secret key value for the creation of a block access token is stored in a number of DataNodes as a form of a secret segment ( Figure 5 ). The secret segment's value has no association with the secret key value. Therefore, even if it is exposed to attackers, there is no adverse effect on the system. Step 1. The distributor NameNode selects the partial information S i (1 ≤ i ≤ n) to be distributed to each participant randomly.
Step 2. The distributor NameNode sends the value of S i (1 ≤ i ≤ n) secretly to each participant P i .
Step 3. The distributor NameNode computes the T x following value with respect to X, which is:
Step 4. The distributor NameNode discloses the T x value to the public board with respect to each element X that belongs to Γ * .
Secret Restoration Protocol
Upon receiving the data read request sent by a user, DataNode restores a secret key using the secret segment value that each node has and then creates a block access token ( Figure 6 ).
Step 1. A participant set for the restoration of secret K: The following V x is calculated using the partial information of the participants P i (1 ≤ i ≤ n) that belong to set X from {P 1 , P 2 , …, P t }:
Step 2. A one-way function f(x) is applied to the calculated V x value, and the T x value is read from the public board to calculate K, as shown in the equation below: Figure 6 . Secret restoration process.
Secret Key Update
In Hadoop, a secret key that creates a block access token is regularly updated by means of the key rolling mechanism. During this update of the secret key, the key set is vulnerable to the risk of exposure to attackers. As a method of hiding a key set, a secret key value may be divided via secret sharing, but this method has the drawback that the key segments have to be re-distributed during the key update. However, the existing distributed secret segments can be maintained without re-distributing new segments by using an online secret sharing scheme during the key update.
The distributor NameNode creates a new single secret segment without modifying the existing secret segments that were distributed beforehand, which is followed by the updating of the disclosed metadata information. Based on the updated metadata, a new secret key value can be obtained by using only the existing secret segments that were distributed earlier. Here, the secret segments that were newly created by NameNode are discarded after being used for the metadata information update (Figure7). 
Addition of New Data Block
The scheme proposed in this paper can be employed for new data addition as well. When a new data block is stored in DataNode, the previously stored secret segments do not need to be distributed or modified again. NameNode creates a new secret segment in DataNode where new data blocks are stored and this updates the metadata information. The secret key value to be updated after this is the same as that in the key update process (Figure 8 ). 
Analysis of the Proposed Scheme
In this section, five schemes, namely an existing block access token-added scheme supplemented by Hadoop without authentication or permission, three other existing schemes (from [8] [9] [10] ), and the proposed scheme are compared (Table 1) . 
Exposure of Block Access Token Information
In the existing Hadoop, a secret key is updated between NameNode and DataNode frequently, and block access tokens are sent after they are encrypted using the appropriate secret key upon a user's request. A hash chains-used scheme is one that adds a one-off token to a block access token, which exposes the block ID, user ID, and key ID to attackers due to a lack of an encryption process. The other existing schemes also have the same problem as that in Hadoop because they use the same existing Hadoop environment. In the proposed scheme, a block access token created by sending or receiving secret segments is transmitted using a hash function, and only an authorized user or DataNode can create a block access token, which is followed by taking a hash function to prove that a user is authentic.
Man-in-the-Middle Attacks
In the existing schemes, a temporary block access token can be created by the attacker's interception during the secret key update between NameNode and DataNode. The hash chain and the proposed schemes are proposed to prevent the man-in-the-middle attacks. Thus, man-in-the-middle attacks cannot be successful under these schemes. Other existing schemes also experience the abovementioned man-in-the-middle attacks because they use the same existing Hadoop environment.
Computational Complexity
When comparing the computational complexity, the existing Hadoop systems update secret keys frequently and perform a symmetric key encryption-based operation for block access token creation. Here, various types of symmetric key encryption algorithms such as AES and SEED can be used. The hash chain scheme iterates n hash operations by using random numbers in each data block. However, the proposed scheme is relatively efficient because a block access token is applied to a hash function only once and sent along with a secret segment after the initial secret segment creation and distribution process.
Against Impersonate Attack
The existing scheme [9] performs user access control by using the access control list, but it cannot prevent the impersonated user's data access with only an access control module. However, in the proposed scheme, only authorized creators can generate a block access token required for data access so that it can prevent the impersonate attack.
Integrity Check of Data
The existing Hadoop systems and scheme [8] check data block integrity and error occurrence in the data storage servers frequently via heartbeat messages. Heartbeat messages are transferred by DataNode to NameNode frequently. The scheme proposed in [9] also frequently checks data block integrity through checksums, but it has the drawback of an increase in the computational complexity. The scheme proposed in [10] can check validation by using the index information created in the object metadata table. In the proposed scheme, validation can be performed via secret segments required for block access token creation, which is quite efficient because of the absence of frequent validations through heartbeat messages.
Availability of Data
All schemes facilitate the availability of data stored in distributed servers. The distributed Hadoop storage system replicates a data block into at least three locations in order to respond to a single location error first. The availability of data maximally increases by frequently conducting an error and loss check of data blocks stored in DataNode.
Authentication and Confidentiality
The user data are divided into many pieces and stored on storage servers by the master server. If a user request for data is received, a collection process is required for the distributed data. The storage servers are physically and logically separated from the master server, so the certifications for all of the individual distributed servers should be provided secretly in the communication networks used during the transmission of the data pieces. The use of an existing public key encryption system is very inefficient in terms of its costs and computational burden.
Conclusions and Future Research
In this paper, a new block access token management scheme was proposed by modifying vulnerable parts of user data management over the Hadoop system, which is one of the cloud computing structures. Security vulnerability and privacy infringement due to malicious attackers or internal users by means of various usage types of big data could be prevented in advance, and a secret sharing-based block access token management scheme was proposed to overcome various security vulnerabilities.
The problem of secret key management shared between DataNode and NameNode and the problem of NameNode that posed the risk of man-in-the-middle attacks were solved, and the operation overhead, which was concentrated on NameNode, could be reduced more efficiently than by the existing schemes. In the future, performance measurement and analysis comparison with the existing schemes will be conducted via a practical implementation based on the proposed scheme.
